Introduction
============

The timing when a neuron receives its incoming input has a great influence on how the input is processed and how it affects the postsynaptic neurons. On the other hand, an increase in the body size and the amount of information processed, as a result of evolution, inevitably required the expansion of the brain (Finarelli and Flynn, [@B15]; Jerison, [@B26], [@B27], [@B28]; Laughlin and Sejnowski, [@B30]). This resulted in situations where the excitation of a presynaptic neuron needs to arrive within a fixed window of time at target neurons located at multiple remote sites at variable distances. Such apparently paradoxical transmissions, in fact, take place in various regions of the brain. Some representative examples of such isochronicity can be observed in olivocerebellar connections (Lang and Rosenbluth, [@B29]; Sugihara et al., [@B40]), transcallosal connections in the visual cortex (Innocenti, [@B21], [@B22]; Innocenti et al., [@B23]), amygdalo-cortical pathways (Pelletier and Pare, [@B34]), and still others that will be discussed later on. Intriguingly enough, these connections do not necessarily adopt the same strategy to accomplish isochronicity. Recently, we found that the thalamocortical pathway also exhibits the isochronic property, but with a novel mechanism, which involves differential myelination along the axon (Salami et al., [@B35]). Apparently this is an exquisite way of producing isochronicity and may apply to other systems. In this brief review, we will first survey how this is achieved in the thalamocortical pathway, and then discuss other isochronic pathways for comparison.

Isochronicity in the Thalamocortical Pathway
============================================

Neurons in the thalamus send axons to a wide area of the somatosensory cortex through different trajectories of various travelling lengths. Nevertheless, we reported that action potentials in the thalamic cells arrive almost simultaneously at each target cortical cell in layer IV. By using thalamocortical slices in which connection from thalamus to cortex were kept intact, EPSPs were recorded from layer IV cells in response to the stimulation of multiple sites such as thalamus, white matter (WM), and intracortical sites between WM and layer IV. This allowed us to measure the conduction velocity of each part of the axon while action potentials were travelling down the thalamocortical fibers. We found that the isochronicity in this system is achieved by changing the conduction velocity (CV) within the individual axons. The CV decreases significantly upon entering the gray matter by up to 10-fold (Salami et al., [@B35]). Originating from the thalamus, the axons of relay cells run in a straight path through the striatum up to the WM, at which point each axon diverges widely. Some ascend directly into the cortex up to layer IV, while others run in the subcortical WM for variable distances before ascending into the cortex. Although the total distances travelled vary across pathways, the distance of the intracortical regions is almost the same. That is, all the projections target the same layer IV in a cortex that has uniform thickness. The total conduction time primarily depends on the time spent within the cortex (gray matter). Thus, the strategy of making the CV of longer and variable parts by far faster than that of shorter and constant parts is a way of eliminating the variability in traversed distances (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**A schematic illustration of the thalamocortical pathway, showing regional differences in CV**. By having a 10-fold faster CV from the VB to the WM (red lines), most of the conduction time is spent on the intracortical regions (dotted lines), whose length is generally constant due to the homogeneous structure of the cortex. Thus, isochronicity of conduction time from VB to layer IV cells is achieved. VB: ventrobasal nucleus of thalamus, WM: white matter, HP: hippocampus, CP: caudate putamen, IV: layer 4 \[Cited from Salami et al., PNAS 100, 6174--6179 (2003)\].](fnana-03-012-g001){#F1}

Myelination is involved in this process in two-fold. First, since CV is proportional to the square root of the axon diameter in unmyelinated axons, to have 10 times larger CV, axon diameter needs to be 100 times larger, which is most unlikely. This led us to predict that thalamocortical fibers would be myelinated. Thus, secondly, we suspected that the extent of myelin might cause the observed difference of CV. Histological staining of the myelin revealed that the difference of myelination between the intracortical and extracortical (WM) regions played an important role in the generation of CV difference. Developmentally, CV difference could be seen after the end of the 2nd postnatal week. At this time there is practically no myelination observed in the grey matter, while thalamus to white matter portions are already heavily myelinated (Salami et al., [@B35]). It appeared that such differential myelination continued in the adulthood. Since this was only a light microscopic observation, EM-level confirmation remains to be done, however.

This intra-axonal, segmental difference is well-suited to influence the difference in CV. Thus, we hypothesized that difference of myelination plays a major role in creating isochronicity. In other words, myelination is not merely insulation among neighboring cells, but is a method of regulating the timing of postsynaptic activations. A change in the CV along a given axon has been reported in other regions of the brain. The axons of retinal ganglion cells increase their CV from the optic nerve to the optic tract at the point of the optic chiasm, by increasing both their diameter and myelination (Baker and Stryker, [@B5]). Similarly in the peripheral nervous system, Aδ fibers supplying mechanoreceptors exhibit serious reduction in the CV upon entering the spinal cord (Traub and Mendell, [@B42]). In addition to sensory neurons, motoneurons of the ventral horn increase their sheath thickness and axon diameter upon exiting the spinal cord (Fraher, [@B16], [@B17]). Our results indicate that these changes in CV and the associated anatomical changes may well play a role in the regulation of activation timing.

Isochronicity in other Regions in the Brain
===========================================

Isochronicity has been reported in other regions of the brain. In rats, axons of the inferior olive innervate widely distributed regions of the cerebellar cortex. The conduction time to the different parts of the cerebellum is relatively invariant despite differences in path length. The isochronicity in the olivocerebellar projection is the result of a differential CV. An earlier study has shown that longer fibers conduct faster than shorter ones due to differential axon diameters rather than differential myelination (Sugihara et al., [@B40]). A recent study challenged this view, claiming that myelination plays a primary role in generating a uniform olivocerebellar conduction time (Lang and Rosenbluth, [@B29]). Interestingly, it has been questioned whether this invariance holds for larger animals, such as cats (Aggelopoulos et al., [@B4]), although even in this study the latency of olivocerebellar projections varied only by several milliseconds.

Isochronic property of transcallosal connections is one of the most intensively studied within the framework of the computational properties of axons by Innocenti and his group (Innocenti, [@B21], [@B22]). Based on the simulation of action potential propagation determined by axonal diameter, these authors provided a detailed description of strategies for callosal connections to achieve synchronous activation of their targets (Innocenti et al., [@B23]).

In the cortex, layer V pyramidal neurons project to various subcortical regions as well as to the contralateral side. One recent study showed that layer V pyramidal neurons in the ventral temporal lobe innervate diverse regions such as the caudate putamen, parietal cortex, amygdala, and thalamic nuclei on the ipsilateral side with isochronic spike delivery based on the differential CVs in each fiber branch (Chomiak et al., [@B10]). By combining the actual measurement of the axonal inner and outer diameters, with theoretical predictions based on partial myelination, the observation of Chomiak et al. on isochronicity appears to be best supported by partial or differential myelination. It may be worth mentioning that the same neurons send axons to the contralateral side through the corpus callosum, but the CVs were significantly slow and not isochronic with ipsilateral connections.

The lateral amygdala is believed to play an important role in establishing fear memory in cooperation with the perirhinal cortex through Hebbian synaptic interactions, where the timing of synaptic input is important. The perirhinal cortex is an elongated structure as compared to the rather small nucleus of the lateral amygdala. Electrophysiological experiments have revealed that the lateral amygdala is isochronically connected with a large portion of perirhinal cortex (Pelletier and Pare, [@B34]), but the mechanism of this isochronic connection is yet to be elucidated.

Isochronicity in the Developing Brain
=====================================

Although brain and body sizes increase during development, the conduction times of certain connections remain constant. One study in humans has revealed that the somatosensory and motor conduction times remain constant even after 2 years of age, despite substantial increases in the axon length that occur with body growth (Eyre et al., [@B13]). Experiments in animals investigated the rubrospinal tract in cats (Song et al., [@B38]), and revealed that the conduction time from the red nucleus to L1 reached the minimum adult level at P30, when the spinal cord is only half the adult length. CV increased linearly from E59 to P30 (from 1--34 m/s). Since myelination of the rubrospinal tract was believed to have begun before E59, the adult level conduction time was achieved mainly by myelination until P30, then thereafter, axon diameter was increased so as to keep the constant conduction time as the axon length increased. Thus, these authors proposed that compensatory interaction of myelination and axon diameter led to the isochronic conduction during development.

In other systems, however, myelination is unlikely to be involved in isochronicity during development. The locus coeruleus (LC) in the dorsal pons sends axons widely throughout the brain including the frontal cortex, but latencies remain constant throughout life (Nakamura et al., [@B33]), even when the size of the brain increases to more than 2 times its original size. Since axons of the LC consist of C fibers lacking myelin, mechanism(s) other than myelination should account for the associated increase in the CV.

Isochronicity and Activity-Dependent Myelination
================================================

One implication from these studies is that each pathway has its own conduction time, which might be determined by its function. Myelination, axon diameter, and other factors such as the structure, or the number of spacing of Ranvier nodes, and ion channel composition and/or its density, all of these would affect the CV, and conduction time may be employed to achieve its characteristic value. On the other hand, since the environment around a given neuron, or tissue, or whole individual continuously changes, a regulatory mechanism that changes in an input- or activity-dependent manner is desirable to adapt to the changing environment.

Myelination indeed changes in an experience- or input-dependent manner. In dark-reared mice, the number of myelinated axons in the optic nerve decreased (Gyllensten and Malmfors, [@B20]). Similarly, premature eye opening in rabbit reduced the expression of myelin (Tauber et al., [@B41]). A diffusion tensor imaging study revealed that extensive piano practicing in childhood results in a thicker white matter, which is believed to be due to a change in myelination (Bengtsson et al., [@B7]). Several lines of evidence have identified how action potentials regulate myelination. A specific pattern of neural activity was shown to lower the expression of L1-CAM (Itoh et al., [@B25]) that is necessary for myelin induction by oligodendrocytes (Barbin et al., [@B6]), as well as by Schwann cells (Stevens et al., [@B39]). In addition, ATP released from axon terminals as a result of neural activities facilitates the differentiation of oligodendrocytes through adenosine and P1 receptors. For astrocytes, ATP causes the release of leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), which then stimulates myelination by oligodendrocytes (Ishibashi et al., [@B24]). A classical view on myelin thickness is that the thickness of myelin sheath is closely related with the axon diameter. Theoretically, optimal or fastest CV is provided when *g*-ratio is 0.65, where *g*-ratio is defined as the axon diameter divided by total fiber diameter. Although it is generally true that axons conforming to this *g*-ratio is widely observed, it is also true that there are still others with large variation in *g*-ratio around the mean, and considerable differences are seen between fibers (Berthold et al., [@B9]). In fact, optic nerve axons have uniform diameters, but exhibits five different CVs. These are ascribed to as many differences in myelination (Freeman, [@B18]). Similarly, as mentioned before, multiple CVs along the same fiber were reported from other studies (Baker and Stryker, [@B5]; Traub and Mendell, [@B42]). If as we discussed earlier, each pathway has its own conduction time, and if myelination changes in an input-dependent manner to adapt to environment, it seems reasonable to propose that the difference of the extent of myelination may be the result of adaptation whereby myelination influences its own conduction time.

Functional Significance of Isochronicity
========================================

What is the functional significance of such isochronicity of action potential conduction? The issue of isochronicity has actually a long history and has been demonstrated also in invertebrates. Among the oldest of these examples are the classical studies on the squid giant axons. Conduction time of the giant axons between the stellate ganglia and the mantle musculature is such that activation of the whole mantle takes place synchronously, allowing effective escape to occur. This is achieved by faster CV for longer axons, by changing axon diameters (Young, [@B44]) exclusively. That is because invertebrates do not have myelination with which the CV could be enormously (∼100 times) increased. In other words, vertebrates are endowed with an additional mechanism in regulating CV. It appears quite reasonable to think that vertebrates would exploit these strategies independently. In electric organs of a certain kind of fish, synchronous activation of electrocytes to produce larger electrical potentials is attained by two mechanisms; first, same as squid axon, faster CV for longer pathways, and secondly, longer circuitous route for cells closer to the target (Bennett, [@B8]). The avian auditory system is another similar example where circuitous routes are used to compensate for shorter distance. The conduction time between the cochlear nucleus and its ipsi- and contralateral nucleus laminaris is matched by lengthening the path to the ipsilateral nucleus, to create a delay line for detecting the differential timing of sound inputs to both ears for sound localization. In these cases, the advantage of the isochronous conduction is obvious.

By analogy, in those connections we have discussed above, such as olivocerebellar, amygdalo-perirhinal, and corticofugal from ventral temporal cortex, isochronous activations of target cells should have clear temporal advantages. However, at this point, how isochronicity is advantageous does not seem obvious in these systems. One interesting view is that the olivocerebellar system serves as an intrinsic timing device that is essential for motor co-ordination (Llinas, [@B31]). This view is based on the observation that neurons in the inferior olive are connected by gap junctions and thus exhibit oscillatory activity. This is supposed to propagate to a wide territory of the cerebellar cortex, a process for which isochronicity is essential.

A similar situation might apply to the thalamocortical pathway. Thalamic cells also show oscillatory activities intrinsically (Contreras et al., [@B11]) that could cause synchronization in the functionally related target cortical cells. Isochronous or synchronous activation of group of cells distributed in distant cortical locations with zero phase-lag have been shown in visual cortex (Gray et al., [@B19]), and callosally connected areas (Engel et al., [@B12]). These findings attracted attention as relevant to the problem of connecting features responsible for object recognition in the spatially fractured nature of sensory representation over the cortical mantle (Llinas et al., [@B32]; Singer, [@B37]) and providing the perception of unity (von der Malsburg and Buhmann, [@B43]). For such binding to work correctly, isochronous activation of related cells in the global cortical area would be a necessary condition. Isochronous activation of thalamocortical as well as transcallosal connections provides a physiological and anatomical explanation for these observations. Synchronous activities may also be appropriate for producing synfire chains (Abeles, [@B1]). Another possible explanation for the resultant isochronicity might be, as we discussed before, that each connection has its own characteristic conduction time for information to be correctly processed in the network. Under such conditions, if postsynaptic target neurons are widely distributed, isochronous conduction will result. This is in some sense consistent with isochronicity in the developing brain as we described earlier. During development, once a pathway with a characteristic conduction time becomes functional, the specific conduction time presumably needs to be kept constant in spite of the increasing distances subsequent to growth of the body. The corpus callosum displays a significant variety in terms of myelination (Aboitiz et al., [@B3]). In rats, the fraction of myelinated fibers is zeroe at birth, then it gradually increases to 53% at 300 days post-conception (Seggie and Berry, [@B36]). Similarly in humans, none of the callosal fibers are myelinated at birth, and in adults 30% of the fibers remain unmyelinated. In addition, analyses of fiber composition revealed a wide variety of fiber diameters and extent of myelination depending on the target area. Callosal regions connecting prefrontal and temporoparietal association areas consist of small caliber with low myelinated fibers, whereas regions connecting primary and secondary sensorimotor areas include highly myelinated, large-caliber fibers (Aboitiz et al., [@B2]). Consequently, the conduction time between two hemispheres varies from 30 ms via myelinated axons to as long as 300 ms via unmyelinated ones (Fields, [@B14]). Since callosal fibers connect a variety of cortical regions with various functions, conduction times for each functions are likely to be diverse. The extent of myelination, as well as axon diameter might help regulate the conduction time to its optimal value for communicating between hemispheres. This leads to another interesting question; namely, how the conduction time of each pathway is determined in the network. Overall, our understanding regarding the time devoted to each step in neural processing is still, unfortunately, severely limited.

Conclusion
==========

Isochronic propagation of information in spite of variable neuronal distances eliminates the limitation of connectional distances, and is permissive for the expansion of the brain. This phenomenon is seen widely in various brain regions, and at several phylogenetic levels, as well as during development. Isochronicity is achieved mainly by differential CVs, either within individual axons or among axons. It is suggested that the vertebrates obtained another option in generating differential CVs, that is, changing myelination, in addition to regulating axon diameters.
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